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Verbals Handout
Name:
Date:
Verbals: A verbal is a word formed from a verb but functioning as a different part of speech.
Gerunds
A gerund is a verbal that ends in -ing and acts as a noun.
Examples:

Nobody appreciates his singing. Swimming is a great sport.

Participles
A participle is a verbal that most often ends in -ing or -ed and acts as an adjective.
Examples:

My knees shaking, I walked
into the principal’s office.

The cracked windows need to
be fixed.

Infinitives
An infinitive is a verbal consisting of the word “to” plus a verb and acts as a noun,
adjective, or adverb.
Examples:

Now is the best time to start.

My sister agreed to give me a
ride.

TIP: Don’t confuse verbals with verbs. Verbals look like verbs but don’t act like verbs.
In each sentence from Unbroken below, underline the verbal and identify the type on the line.
1.

“The physical injuries were lasting, debilitating, and
sometimes deadly” (346).
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Verbals Handout
2.

“The central struggle of postwar life was to restore their
dignity” (349).

3.

“Like many elite athletes, he … had never seriously
contemplated life after running” (350).

4.

“Louie threw himself into training” (350).

5.

“His mind began to derail” (352).

6.

“One day he opened a newspaper and saw a story that
riveted his attention” (352).
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Text-Dependent Questions: Becoming Visible Again
Text-dependent questions

Response using the strongest evidence from the text

1. On his first visit to the tent,
what did the preacher, Billy
Graham, say that affected
Louie?
2. How did Louie react during
Graham’s sermon?
Why does the author tell us
Louie is repeating, “I am a
good man”?
What does this have to do
with his search for visibility?
3. What was Graham’s message
on the second night?
What does Graham mean by
“the intangible blessings that
give men the strength to
outlast their sorrows”?
4. Why does the author bring
us back to the raft?
Why does Louie remember
his own gratitude on the
raft?
What does the author mean
when she says, “The only
explanation he could find
was one in which the
impossible was possible”?
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Text-Dependent Questions: Becoming Visible Again
Text-dependent questions

Response using the strongest evidence from the text

5. Why does the author end
this description with “Louie
felt rain falling”?
What was the immediate
effect of this moment on
Louie?
6. Looking at the Becoming
Visible again anchor chart,
what synonyms and
examples of dignity now
appear to describe Louie?
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Unbroken Structured Notes, Pages 381–389
Name:
Date:

What’s the gist of pages 381–389?

Focus question: In what ways is Louie’s later life still an example of his “resilient optimism”?
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Unbroken Structured Notes, Pages 381–389
Vocabulary
Word

Definition

dilapidation (381)

ungovernable (381)

rapt (382)

improbably (382)

honoraria (383)
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Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Verbals II
Name:
Date:
Remember, a verbal is a word formed from a verb but functioning as a different part of speech in a
sentence.
In the chart below, identify the three types of verbal and how each type acts in sentences.
VERBAL

Function in sentence

Underline and label the verbals in the examples below.
“He’d spent two years manning backhoes, upending boulders, and digging a swimming pool” (381).
“He took the boys fishing, swimming, horseback riding, camping, and in winter, skiing” (381).
“He made just enough money to keep Cissy and her little brother, Luke, in diapers, then blue jeans,
then college” (383).
“In time even his injured leg healed” (383).
“Bill Harris ended the war in grand style, plucked from Omori to stand on the Missouri as Japan
surrendered” (386).
At ninety, Pete had the littlest kids in his neighborhood in training” (388).
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Unbroken Thematic Statements
Thematic concept:
SURVIVAL

Thematic concept:
RESILIENCE

Thematic concept:
REDEMPTION

What is survival?

What is resilience?

What is redemption?

Where does survival appear in
Unbroken?

Where does resilience appear in
Unbroken?

Where does redemption appear
in Unbroken?

Based on the details above,
what is Unbroken’s overall
message (thematic statement)
about survival?

Based on the details above,
what is Unbroken’s overall
message (thematic statement)
about resilience?

Based on the details above,
what is Unbroken’s overall
message (thematic statement)
about redemption?
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Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment
During this module, you have learned that there are important yet divergent experiences in war and
conflict. For example, both Louie Zamperini and Miné Okubo were American citizens who lived
through World War II. Although their experiences of the war differed, both of their stories are
important to study to understand how war and conflict affect individuals and society.
Louie and Miné’s stories also share similarities, like the thematic concept of the invisibility of
captives during World War II. You have studied Louie’s journey from resisting invisibility as a
POW to becoming visible again after the war. Now you are going to write a narrative imagining Miné’s
journey from resisting invisibility as a Japanese-American internee to becoming visible again.
Writing from Miné Okubo’s perspective, tell the story of one moment in her struggle to
become visible after leaving the internment camp. Use narrative techniques and
incorporate information from sources about Okubo’s life to write an original narrative.
Answer the question: “How did Okubo become visible after her life in the internment
camp?” The narrative must end with the sentence, “I was visible again.”
First, you will read an article about Miné Okubo’s life to learn more about what happened after she
left the internment camp. Then, you will choose one of the following moments to write about:
a.

1944: Walter Cronkite interview

b.

1946: publication of Citizen 13660

c.

1981: testimony in front of Congress

d.

1993: first production of Miné: A Name for Herself

Luckily, you have an excellent model for using narrative writing to communicate real events: Laura
Hillenbrand’s Unbroken. Hillenbrand wrote about a real person—Louie Zamperini—so her text is
nonfiction, but she used narrative techniques to bring the story to life. You will use the same
techniques you have analyzed in her writing to make your own narrative engaging
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Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment Rubric
(based on the New York State Expository Writing Rubric)

CONTENT AND
ANALYSIS

4

3

2

—clearly introduce
a topic in a manner
that is compelling
and follows
logically from the
task and purpose:
The narrative
explicitly builds
from
informational
texts and makes
inferences about
Okubo’s life to
creatively
imagine her
process of
becoming
“visible” again
after internment.

—clearly introduce
a topic in a manner
that follows from
the task and
purpose: The
narrative builds
from
informational
texts about
Okubo’s life to
describe her
process of
becoming
“visible” again
after internment.
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—introduce a topic
in a manner that
follows generally
from the task and
purpose: The
narrative
generally builds
from
informational
texts about
internment to
describe an
internee’s
process of
becoming
“visible” again,
but may not be
specific to
Okubo’s life.

1

—introduce a topic
in a manner that
does not logically
follow from the task
and purpose: The
narrative does
not follow
logically from
informational
texts about
Okubo’s life or
does not describe
her process of
becoming
“visible” again
after internment.

0

—demonstrate a
lack of
comprehension of
the text(s) or task:
The narrative
demonstrates a
lack of
comprehension
of the
informational
texts about
Okubo’s life or
the theme of
becoming
“visible” again
after
internment.

Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment Rubric
(based on the New York State Expository Writing Rubric)

COHESION,
ORGANIZATION,
AND STYLE

4

3

2

1

0

—exhibit clear
organization, with
the skillful use of
appropriate and
varied transitions to
create a unified
whole and enhance
meaning: The
narrative pace
flows smoothly,
naturally, and
logically from an
exposition
through several
related events.

—exhibit clear
organization, with
the use of
appropriate
transitions to create
a unified whole:
The narrative has
a beginning,
middle, and end
that connect to
each other to
create a unified
story.

—exhibit some
attempt at
organization, with
inconsistent use of
transitions: The
narrative has a
beginning,
middle, and end,
but there is no
clear connection
between sections.

—exhibit little
attempt at
organization, or
attempts to
organize are
irrelevant to the
task:
The narrative is
not logically
organized to help
show Okubo’s
process of
becoming
“visible” again .

—exhibit no
evidence of
organization: The
narrative has no
evidence of
organization.
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Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment Rubric
(based on the New York State Expository Writing Rubric)

COHESION,
ORGANIZATION,
AND STYLE
(continued)

4

3

2

—establish and
maintain a formal
style, using gradeappropriate,
stylistically
sophisticated
language and
domain-specific
vocabulary with a
notable sense of voice:
The narrative
consistently and
creatively employs
narrative
techniques, like
sophisticated
sensory language,
dialogue, and
details, to develop
experiences and
events.

—establish and
maintain a
formal style using
precise language
and domainspecific
vocabulary:
The narrative
consistently
employs
narrative
techniques, like
sensory
language,
dialogue, and
details, to
develop
experiences
and events.
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—establish but fail
to maintain a
formal style, with
inconsistent use of
language and
domain-specific
vocabulary:
The narrative
employs some
narrative
techniques but
uses these
inconsistently.

1

—lack a formal
style, using
language that is
imprecise or
inappropriate for
the text(s) and task:
The narrative
techniques used
in the narrative
are imprecise or
inappropriate for
developing
Okubo’s story.

0

—use language
that is
predominantly
incoherent or
copied directly
from the text(s):
The narrative
uses language
that is generally
incoherent or
consists only of
quotes from
informational
texts.

Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment Rubric
(based on the New York State Expository Writing Rubric)
4

COHESION,
ORGANIZATION,
AND STYLE
(continued)

—provide a
concluding statement
or section that is
compelling and
follows clearly from
the topic and
information
presented: The
narrative’s
compelling
conclusion follows
logically from and
insightfully reflects
on earlier events in
the narrative.

3

—provide a
concluding
statement or
section that
follows from the
topic and
information
presented: The
narrative’s
conclusion
follows
logically from
and reflects on
earlier events
in the
narrative.
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2

1

—provide a
concluding
statement or section
that follows
generally from the
topic and
information
presented: The
narrative’s
conclusion
follows generally
from earlier
events in the
narrative.

—provide a
concluding
statement or section
that is illogical or
unrelated to the
topic and
information
presented: The
narrative’s
conclusion is
illogical or
irrelevant.

0

—do not provide a
concluding
statement or
section: The
narrative does
not include a
conclusion.

Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment Rubric
(based on the New York State Expository Writing Rubric)

CONTROL OF
CONVENTIONS

4

3

2

1

0

—demonstrate gradeappropriate command
of conventions, with
few errors:
Use of
capitalization,
spelling, and
punctuation is
grade-appropriate
with few errors.

—demonstrate
gradeappropriate
command of
conventions, with
occasional errors
that do not hinder
comprehension:
Occasional
capitalization,
spelling, and
punctuation
errors do not
hinder
comprehension
.

—demonstrate
emerging command
of conventions, with
some errors that
may hinder
comprehension:
Some
capitalization,
spelling, and
punctuation
errors may
hinder
comprehension.

—demonstrate a
lack of command of
conventions, with
frequent errors that
hinder
comprehension:
Frequent
capitalization,
spelling, and
punctuation
errors hinder
comprehension.

—are minimal,
making assessment
of conventions
unreliable:
Capitalization,
spelling, and
punctuation
errors prevent
the reader from
understanding
the narrative.
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Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment Rubric
(based on the New York State Expository Writing Rubric)

USE OF
LANGUAGE

4

3

2

1

0

—demonstrate gradeappropriate
command of
language techniques,
with few errors:
Narrative includes
verbs in the active
and passive voice
and in the
conditional and
subjunctive mood
to achieve
particular effects
(emphasizing the
actor or the action,
expressing
uncertainty, or
describing a state
contrary to fact).

—demonstrate
grade-appropriate
command of
language techniques,
with occasional
errors that do not
hinder
comprehension:
Narrative includes
verbs in the active
and passive voice
and in the
conditional and
subjunctive mood
to achieve
particular effects.
Occasional errors
do not hinder
comprehension.

—demonstrate
emerging command
of language
techniques, with
some errors that
may hinder
comprehension:
Narrative
includes verbs in
the active and
passive voice and
in the conditional
and subjunctive
mood to achieve
particular effects.
Some errors
hinder
comprehension.

—demonstrate a
lack of command of
language
techniques:
Narrative does
not demonstrate
understanding of
how to
intentionally use
verbs in the
active and
passive voice and
in the conditional
and subjunctive
mood.

—are minimal,
making assessment
of language
techniques
unreliable:
Narrative does
not include
variation in
voice and mood.

• If the student writes only a personal response and makes no reference to the text(s), the response can be scored no higher than a 1.
• Responses totally unrelated to the topic, illegible, incoherent, or blank should be given a 0.
• A response totally copied from the informational text(s) with no original student writing should be scored a 0.
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Unbroken Structured Notes, Pages 389–398
Name:
Date:

What’s the gist of pages 389–398?

Focus question: What statement is Hillenbrand trying to make about resilience? What in the text
makes you think this?
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Unbroken Structured Notes, Pages 389–398
Vocabulary
Word

Definition

amnesty (390)

riled (393)

reconciliation (394)

cenotaph (394)

imperious (396)
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Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Unbroken Supported Structured Notes, Pages 389–398
Name:
Date:

Summary of pages 389–398:
In 1996, Louie learned that Watanabe (the Bird) was still alive after the Bird did an interview with
a British journalist and apologized for his treatment of the POWs. Louie tried to arrange for a
meeting with the Bird, but the Bird would not meet. Meanwhile, a war memorial was built on the
site of the POW camp in Naoetsu. The Bird died in 2003. In 1998, Louie ran with the Olympic torch
through the village of Naoetsu.

Focus question: What statement is Hillenbrand trying to make about resilience? What in the text
makes you think this?
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Gathering Textual Evidence:
Becoming Visible Again After Internment
Name:
Date:
PROMPT: Writing from Miné Okubo’s perspective, tell the story of one moment in her struggle to
become visible again after leaving the internment camp. Use narrative techniques and incorporate
information from sources about Okubo’s life to write an original narrative. Answer the question:
“How did Okubo become visible again after her life in the internment camp?” The narrative must end
with the sentence, “I was visible again.”
Evidence of invisibility during
WWII (from “The Life of Miné
Okubo”)

Evidence of visibility after
WWII
(from Source #: )
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Other interesting details and
facts about Okubo’s life that I
want to remember

Narrative Writing:
Becoming Visible Again after Internment Model
Name:
Date:
I hear the heavy metal gate of the internment camp slam shut behind me, the guard’s voice echoing in
my ears: “Number 13660: discharged.” My identity is a number. My name has been erased. I am
invisible. And the Utah desert lies before me, whole and open and terrifying.
I have lived behind the barbed-wire fence of an internment camp for the last two years. My brother,
Toku, and I were forced to relocate after the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in 1941. Suddenly, we
were the enemy, even though we were both born and raised in California. I don’t even speak Japanese,
but the government was convinced that I was a threat because of my jet-black hair, my Japanese
ancestors, my hard-to-pronounce name.
Now, I have been allowed to escape. I am leaving Toku behind to move to New York City. I have been
hired as a magazine artist. My drawings of life inside the camp are carefully rolled up inside my bag.
--The day before I am scheduled to leave for New York, I travel to Oakland, California. Before I was
relocated (that’s what they call it, “relocated,” although it felt more like being captured and
imprisoned), I was hired to create murals for this city. I stalk down one street, peer down another,
trying to remember the exact location of one of my murals. I turn a corner and there it is—my art,
splashed carelessly across the wall. I was a different person when I made this. I existed. People could
see me. Now I am a shadow.
I notice a piece of paint coming loose from the bricks. I pinch it between my fingers and pull. It flakes
off and flutters to the ground. The spot of naked brick left behind makes my throat sore and my eyes
water.
--Every night, I dream that this was all a big mistake. In my dreams, the guards mixed me up with
someone else. They come for me here in New York. I dream that the guards climb up the metal fire
escape, squeeze through the window, and drag me from my bed. They toss me into a bag and fling me
out the window to the street below. I imagine myself screaming, but no one can hear me over the roar
of the traffic. In my dreams, everyone on the street is laughing at something I can’t see.
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Narrative Writing:
Becoming Visible Again after Internment Model
Every morning, I wake terrified, as if I’ve actually been captured. Then I remember that the guards in
the camp never touched me. They treated me like I didn’t exist. But this doesn’t make sleeping any
easier.
Yesterday, I walked to the magazine office for the first time, my drawings carefully pressed into a
secondhand briefcase they gave me. As I walked, I passed a newsstand filled with magazines and
newspapers. I scanned the headlines and saw one that said, “JAP SPY CAPTURED IN NEW YORK.”
My heart stopped, trying to stay quiet. I felt like I was watching myself from far, far away. I looked at
my feet to make sure they were still on the ground.
A white woman with her baby bumped into my shoulder. I looked up and met her angry, accusatory
eyes. “Excuse me,” I whispered.
“You people should be ashamed of yourselves,” she sneered. I looked around and realized that her
face was mirrored all around me—everywhere I looked, there was another pair of angry eyes, another
parent gripping a child’s hand more tightly. I wondered again if the guards were coming for me.
I realized what those people saw when they looked at me. A “Jap.” They didn’t see my face. They saw a
head of jet-black hair. An enemy. I pulled my jacket more tightly around me and rushed away from
the newsstand and the angry woman, her voice playing over and over in my head: ashamed.
--I have been in New York for almost three months when it happens. I walk past that same newsstand
where I first realized how invisible I was. My eyes scan watchfully over the colorful magazine covers
and screaming black-and-white newspaper headlines, dreading their accusations.
Then, one magazine’s cover story jumps out at me: “INSIDE THE CAMPS.” My drawings! I ignore the
stares of people around me and grab the magazine off the stand. I flip through it, seeing my own
pictures on the pages inside.
I look up to see the man who owns the newsstand burning holes in my face with his angry eyes. I don’t
blink. I stare back at him. Then I slap my money down on the counter. “These are my drawings,” I say
to him. “This is MY story.”
The imaginary guards who have stalked me through New York melt away. Relief washes over me.
Despite the headlines, despite the stares, despite everything, I am an American citizen. I am no longer
just Citizen 13660. I am Miné. I am visible again.
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Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment
Story Map
Name:
Date:
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Stars and Steps- Recording Form
Part A
Partner’s Name:
Date:
1. Read your partner’s Narrative Writing: Becoming Visible Again after Internment story map.
2. The rubric says: “The narrative has a beginning, middle, and end that connect to each
other to create a unified story.” Give your partner one “star” (positive feedback) and one “step”
(something to work on) related to this part of the rubric:
Sentence starters

Your feedback

• Your narrative’s
[name part] is
good, because …

Star

• I like the way you
connected [name
parts], because …

• I wonder if …
• Have you thought
Step

about …?

• You might want
to …
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Stars and Steps- Recording Form
Part A
3. The rubric says: “The narrative’s conclusion follows logically from and reflects on earlier events in
the narrative.” Give your partner one “star” and one “step” related to this part of the rubric:
Sentence starters

Your feedback

Star

• Your conclusion is
logical, because …
• I like the way you
connected the
reflection to [name
part], because …

• I wonder if …

Step

• Have you thought
about …?
• You might want
to …

Remember: Be kind, specific, and helpful!
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Stars and Steps Recording Form
Part B
Partner’s Name:
Date:

1. Read your partner’s Narrative and Language Techniques: Becoming Visible Again after
Internment planner.
2. The rubric says: “The narrative consistently employs narrative techniques, like sensory
language, dialogue, and details, to develop experiences and events.” Give your partner one “star”
(positive feedback) and one “step” (something to work on) related to this part of the rubric:
Sentence starters

Your feedback

Star

• The way you used
[technique]
works, because …
• I like the way you
used [technique],
because …

• I wonder if …

Step

• Have you thought
about …?
• You might want
to …
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Stars and Steps Recording Form
Part B
3. The rubric says: “Narrative includes verbs in the active and passive voice and in the
conditional and subjunctive mood to achieve particular effects (emphasizing the actor or the
action, expressing uncertainty or describing a state contrary to fact).” Give your partner one “star”
and one “step” related to this part of the rubric:

Sentence starters

Your feedback

Star

• The way you used
[technique]
works, because …
• I like the way you
used [technique],
because …

• I wonder if …

Step

• Have you thought
about …?
• You might want
to …

Remember: Be kind, specific, and helpful!
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Sample Narrative and Language
Techniques
Name:
Date:
1. Read each passage from the model narrative.
2. Label each passage with the name of the narrative or language technique it uses: pacing, word
choice, transition words/phrases, active/passive voice, or subjunctive/conditional verb.
3. Explain the effect of this technique. (In other words, why did the author choose to use this
technique here?)

Passage 1: “My brother, Toku, and I were forced to relocate after the Japanese bombed Pearl
Harbor in 1941.… Now, I have been allowed to escape.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?

Passage 2: “The day before I am scheduled to leave for New York, I travel to Oakland,
California.… I stalk down one street, peer down another, trying to remember the exact
location of one of my murals. I turn a corner and there it is—my art, splashed carelessly
across the wall.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?
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Sample Narrative and Language
Techniques
Passage 3: “I notice a piece of paint coming loose from the bricks. I pinch it between my
fingers and pull. It flakes off and flutters to the ground. The spot of naked brick left behind
makes my throat sore and my eyes water.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?

Passage 4: “Every morning, I wake terrified, as if I’ve actually been captured.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?

Passage 5: “I have been in New York for almost three months when it happens.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?
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Sample Narrative and Language
Techniques
Passage 6: “… relocated (that’s what they call it, ‘relocated,’ although it felt more like being
captured and imprisoned) …”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?

Passage 7: “I dream that the guards climb up the metal fire escape, squeeze through the
window, and drag me from my bed. They toss me into a bag and fling me out the window to
the street below.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?

Passage 8: “I looked around and realized that her face was mirrored all around me.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?
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Sample Narrative and Language
Techniques
Passage 9: “I don’t blink. I stare back at him. Then I slap my money down on the counter.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?

Passage 10: “Yesterday, I walked to the magazine office for the first time.”
What narrative or
language technique does
this passage use?

How does this technique affect the narrative?
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Narrative and Language Techniques:
Becoming Visible Again after Internment Planner
Name:
Date:

Narrative
Technique

Placement
(Where/how will I use this in
my story?)

Reasoning
(What effect will this narrative technique help
me achieve?)

pacing

word choice
(precise
words,
sensory
language,
description)
transition
words and
phrases
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Narrative and Language Techniques:
Becoming Visible Again after Internment Planner
Name:
Date:

Language
Technique

Placement
(Where/how will I use this in
my story?)

Reasoning
(What effect will this language technique help
me achieve?)

active/passive
voice

conditional/
subjunctive
verbs
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Mid-Unit 3: Single Draft Narrative Assessment Prompt
Becoming Visible Again after Internment
Name:
Date:
Prompt: “Writing from Miné Okubo’s perspective, tell the story of one episode in her struggle to
become visible again after leaving the internment camp. Use narrative techniques and incorporate
information from sources about Okubo’s life to write an original narrative to answer the question,
‘How did Okubo become visible again after her life in the internment camp?’ The narrative must end
with the sentence, ‘I was visible again.’
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End of Unit 3 Assessment:
Analysis of Language Techniques
Name:
Date:
1. In the chart below, identify the function of each type of verbal.
Verbal

Function in sentence

infinitive

gerund

participle

Identify the type of verbal underlined in the sentences below:
2. _______________________ “He’d spent the previous summer pedaling through villages on a
bicycle fitted with a cooler, selling ice cream, envying the children who played around him” (390).
3. _______________________ “It was Louie, blushing to the roots of his hair” (40).
4. _______________________ “He had three days to prepare for the final” (33).
5. _______________________ “The risks of flying were compounded exponentially in combat”
(83).
6. _______________________ “They’d love to work within the camp, he said, making it a better
place” (241).
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End of Unit 3 Assessment:
Analysis of Language Techniques
Complete the sentences below with the correct subjunctive or conditional mood. Explain your
choice.
7. If Louise _______________ to lose hope that Louie was alive, the family might not have made
it through the war.
Explain:
___________________________________________________________________
8. When the war was over, many POWs thought they ______________ easily return to their old
lives.
Explain:
___________________________________________________________________
9. If Louie did not give up his quest to kill the Bird, it _______________________ have ruined
his life.
Explain:
___________________________________________________________________
In the sentence pairs below, determine which conveys meaning in the clearest way. Explain why you
chose the active or passive voice.
10.

a. Louie was loved by Pete.
b. Pete loved Louie.

Explain:
_____________________________________________________________________
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End of Unit 3 Assessment:
Analysis of Language Techniques
11.

a. Christianity brought peace to Louie.
b. Louie was brought peace by Christianity.

Explain:
_____________________________________________________________________
12.

a. Louie was overcome with enthusiasm when he saw his former captors.
b. Enthusiasm overcame Louie when he saw his former captors.

Explain:
_____________________________________________________________________
13.

a. Louie devoted his life to helping boys in danger of going to jail.
b. Boys in danger of going to jail were helped by Louie.

Explain:
___________________________________________________________________
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Final Performance Task:
Becoming Visible Again

“A great lasting story is
about everyone or it will
not last. The strange and
foreign is not interesting—
only the deeply personal
and familiar.”
–John Steinbeck,
East of Eden
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Final Performance Task: Narrative Writing:
Becoming Visible Again After Internment
Group Presentation and Reflection
Name:
Date:
After having researched Miné Okubo’s life after internment, and you have written a narrative in which
you told the story of how Okubo went from resisting efforts to make her “invisible” during internment
to how she became “visible” post-internment. As part of the final performance task, you will share
your narrative in a small group setting with other students. Then you will reflect upon the researchbased story you have written.
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Narrative Share
Task Card
Name:
Date:

1. Number yourselves 1, 2, 3, and 4, starting with the youngest member of your group and working
up to the oldest.
2. Number 1 will read his or her narrative aloud first.
3. While Number 1 is reading, Numbers 2, 3, and 4 will be listening for the answers to these
questions:
• What details show that Miné is “invisible” at the beginning of the narrative? (everyone gives a
different answer)
• What is the moment that Miné “becomes visible again”? (everyone agrees on one answer)
• What was one moment in this narrative that you could picture in your head? What did the author
do to make this scene so vivid? (everyone gives a different answer)
4. When Number 1 has finished reading the narrative, Numbers 2, 3, and 4 tell Number 1 the
answers to the questions based on what you have just heard in the narrative.
5. As a group, choose one unique, creative short passage from Number 1’s narrative (no more than
three sentences long) to read aloud to the whole class later.
6. Repeat with Number 2 reading his or her narrative.
7. Repeat with Number 3 reading his or her narrative.
8. Repeat with Number 4 reading his or her narrative.
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Learning Resources
CoSer 501
Educational Media

Equal Opportunity Notice
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